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1.

Introduction

Most logic programming languages have the first-order, classical theory
of Horn clauses as their logical foundation. Purely proof-theoretical considerations show that Horn clauses are not rich enough to naturally provide the
abstraction mechanisms that are common in most modern, general purpose
programming languages. For example, Horn clauses do not incorporate the
important software abstraction mechanisms of modules, data type abstractions, and higher-order programming.
As a result of this lack, implementers of logic programming languages
based on Horn clauses generally add several nonlogical primitives on top of
Horn clauses to provide these missing abstraction mechanisms. Although
the missing features are often captured in this fashion, formal semantics of
the resulting languages are often lacking or are very complex. Another approach to providing these missing features is to enrich the underlying logical
foundation of logic programming. This latter approach to providing logic
programs with these missing abstraction mechanisms is taken in this paper.
The enrichments we will consider have simple and direct operational and
proof theoretical semantics.
In Section 2, we present a first-order sorted logic and define sequential proof systems. These proof systems are used to define provability in
classical and intuitionistic logics. In Section 3, we present first-order Horn
clauses and describe certain aspects of their proof theory. In Section 4, Horn
clauses are extended by permitting implications into the bodies of program
clauses. The intuitionistic interpretation of clauses of this extension can provide a foundation for developing modular programming facilities for logic
programs. In Sections 5 and 6, universal quantifiers, as well as implications,
are added to the bodies of program clauses. The addition of this new form of
quantification permits constants to be given local scope in the evaluation of
logic programs. Such scoping of constants can be exploited to provide forms
To appear in the volume Logic a n d C o m p u t e r S c i e n c e edited by P. Odifreddi
and published by Academic Press.
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of data abstractions. This enrichment of Horn clauses, containing implications and universal quantifiers in the body of program clauses, is known as
hereditary Harrop formulas.
A higher-order logic is presented in Section 7 and higher-order generalizations to Horn clauses and hereditary Harrop formulas are presented in
Section 8. Several examples of higher-order logic programs are provided in
Section 9. We conclude in Section 10.
This paper is essentially an overview and summary of the work the
author and his colleagues have been engaged in over the past four years. All
the main results and theorems reported in this paper have appeared in the
papers [20, 21, 22, 25, 26, 27, 281.

2.

A First-Order Logic

Let S be a fixed, finite set of primitive types (also called sorts). We
assume that the symbol o is always a member of S. Following Church [4],
o is the type for propositions. The set of types is the smallest set of expressions that contains the primitive types and is closed under the construction
of function types, denoted by the binary, infix symbol -+. The Greek letters T and a are used as syntactic variables ranging over types. The type
constructor + associates to the right: read TI + 7 2 + 73 as 71 -+ (r2 + r3).
Let T be the type TI + - .- -+ T, + TO where TO E S and n 2 0. (By
convention, if n = 0 then T is simply the type TO.)The types T I , . . . ,T, are
the argument types of T while the type TO is the target type of T. The order
of a type T is defined as follows: If T E S then T has order 0; otherwise, the
order of T is one greater than the maximum order of the argument types of T.
Thus, T has order 1 exactly when T is of the form 71 + . - .+ T, + TO where
n 2 1 and { T ~T, I , . . . ,T,) C S. We say, however, that T is a first-order type
if the order of T is either 0 or 1 and that no argument type of T is o. The
target type of a first-order type may be o.
For each type T , we assume that there are denumerably many constants
and variables of that type. Constants and variables do not overlap and if
two constants (or variables) have different types, they are different constants
(or variables). A signature (over S ) is a finite set C of constants. We often
enumerate signatures by listing their members as pairs, written a: T, where a
is a constant of type 7.Although attaching a type in this way is redundant, it
makes reading signatures easier. A signature is first-order if all its constants
are of first-order type.
We can now define the first-order logic F.The logical constants of F are
the symbols A (conjunction), V (disjunction), > (implication), T (truth), I
(absurdity), and for every T E S - {o), Vt/, (universal quantification over type
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and 3, (existential quantification over type 7). Thus, F has only a finite
number of logical constants. Negation will not be of much interest in this
paper, but when needed, the negation of a formula B is written as B > 1.
Let T be a type of the form 7.1 + . . . + T, + TO where TO is a primitive
type and n 2 0. If TO is o, a constant of type T is a predicate constant
of arity n. If TO is not o, then a constant of type T is either an individual
constant if n = 0 or a function constant of arity n if n 2 1. Similarly, we can
define predicate variable of arity n, individual variable, and function variable
of arity n.
Boldface letters are used for syntactic variables as follows: a,b, c range
over individual constants; x, y, z range over individual variables; f , g, h range
over function constants; and p , q range over predicate constants. It is not
until Section 6 that we are interested in function and predicate variables.
Let T be a primitive type different from o. A first-order t e r m of type T
is either a constant or variable of type T, or of the form (f tl . . .t,) where
f is a function constant of type TI + . . . + T, + T and, for i = 1 , . . . ,n, ti
is a term of type T;. In the latter case, f is the head and tl, . . . ,t, are the
arguments of this term.
A first-order formula is either atomic or non-atomics. An atomic formula
is of the form ( p tl . . .t,), where n 2 0, p is a predicate constant of the firstorder type TI + . . . + Tn -+ o, and t l ,. . . ,t, are first-order terms of the
types 71,. . . ,T,, respectively. The predicate constant p is the head of this
atomic formula. Non-atomic formulas are of the form T, I,B1A B2, B1V B2,
B1 > B2, V,X B, or 3,x B, where B, B1, and B2 are formulas and T is a
primitive type different from o. The usual notions of free and bound variables
and of open and closed terms and formulas are assumed.
The boldface letters t, s range over terms; the roman letters B, C range
over formulas; A ranges over atomic formulas; and the Greek letters I?, A
range over sets of formulas.
Let s be a first-order term of type T and let x be a variable of type
T. The operation of substituting s for free occurrences of x is written as
[x H s]. Bound variables are assumed to be changed in a systematic fashion
in order to avoid variable capture. Simultaneous substitution is written as
the operator [xl H ~ 1 ,. .. ,X, H s,].
Let C be a first-order signature. A C - t e r m is a closed term all of whose
constants are members of C. Likewise, a C-formula is a closed formula all of
whose nonlogical constants are members of C.
Provability for F is given in terms of sequent calculus proofs [9]. A
sequent of F is a triple C ; F ---, A, where C is a first-order signature over
S and I? and A are finite (possibly empty) sets of C-formulas. The set I'
is this sequent's antecedent and A is its succedent. The expressions I?, B

T),
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Figure 1: Inference rules for F

and B , r denote the set I? U {B}; this notation is used even if B E r. The
inference rules for sequents are presented in Figure 1. The following provisos
are also attached to the four inference rules for quantifier introduction: in
V-R and 3-L, the constant c is not in C, and, in V-L and 3-R, t is a C-term
of type T .
A proof of the sequent C ; F + O is a finite tree constructed using
these inference rules such that the root is labeled with C ; r + O and
the leaves are labeled with initial sequents, that is, sequents C' ; r' + 0'
such that either T is a member of O' or the intersection I" n O' contains
either Ior an atomic formula.
Sequent systems generally have three structural rules that are not listed
here. Two such rules, interchange and contraction, are not necessary here
because the antecedents and succedents of sequents are sets instead of lists.
Hence, the order and multiplicity of formulas in sequents are not made explicit. The third common structural rule is that of thinning: from a given se-
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quent one may add any additional formulas to the succedent and antecedent.
Thinning could be added as a derived inference rule, but it is not needed in
this paper.
Any proof is also called a C-proof. Any C-proof in which the succedent
of every sequent in it is a singleton set is also called an I-proof. Furthermore,
an I-proof in which no instance of the I - R inference rule appears is also called
an M-proof. Sequent proofs in classical, intuitionistic, and minimal logics are
represented by, respectively, C-proofs, I-proofs, and M-proofs. Finally, let
C be a given first-order signature over S, let r be a finite set of C-formulas,
B, and C; r t B
and let B be a C-formula. We write C; I' kc B , C; I?
if the sequent C ; r -+ B has, respectively, a C-proof, an I-proof, or an
M-proof. It follows immediately that C; r k M B implies C; tI B, and this
in turn implies C; I' kc B.
The notions of provability defined here are not equivalent to the more
usual presentations of classical, intuitionistic, and minimal logic [7, 9, 32,
361 in which signatures are not made explicit and substitution terms (the
terms used in V-L and 3-R) are not constrained to be taken from such signatures. The main reason they are not equivalent is illustrated by the following
example. Let S be the set {i, o ) and consider the sequent

This sequent has no proof even though 3;x (px) follows from Via: (px) in the
traditional present at ions of classical, intuit utionistic, and minimal logics.
The reason for this difference is that there are no {p: i -, 0)-terms of type
i: that is, the type i is empty in this signature. Thus we need an additional
definition: the signature C inhabits the set of primitive types S if for every
T E S different than o, there is a C-term of type T . When C inhabits S,
the notions of provability defined above coincide with the more traditional
presentations.
Let Do be the finite set of formulas that satisfy the inductive definition
of D-formulas given by

where the syntactic variable B ranges over arbitrary first-order formulas. In
this paper, first-order logic programs are always subsets of Do. In particular, the various first-order logic programming languages presented here are
defined by simply restricting the set of formulas over which B is permitted
to range. The formula B is called the body of the clause B > A.
Let I' be a finite subset of Do. The set of formulas lrlc is defined to be
the smallest subset of Do such that
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if Dl A D2 E lrlc then {Dl, D2) G Irlc, and
ifV,xD E lrlc and t is aC-term, then [ X H t]D E Irlc.
If I? is a set of C-formulas, then so is JI'Jc.
Whenever the antecedent of a sequent is a subset of Do, it is convenient
to introduce the backchaining inference rule, shown in Figure 2. The proviso
for this rule is that B > A E [I'lc. We also extend the class of initial formulas
to include those sequents C ;
d A, A such that A E Irlc. Notice that
any M-proof, I-proof, or C-proof containing the BC inference rule or this
new kind of initial sequent can be directly converted to an M-proof, I-proof,
or C-proof without these extensions by replacing them with repeated uses
of the V-L, A-L, and 3 - L inference rules.
o
o

Figure 2: The backchaining inference rule

The function pred associate to every formula in Do a set of predicate
constants. This function is defined by induction as follows: pred(D1 A D2) =
pred(D1) upred(D2); pred(V,x D) = pred(D); pred(B > A) = pred(A); and
pred( A), for atomic A, is the singleton set containing the predicate constant
at the head of A.

3.

First-order H o r n clauses

Consider the two classes of first-order formulas defined by the following
recursive definitions for the syntactic variables G and D:

Any formula satisfying the recursion for G is called a goal formula, while
any formula satisfying the recursion for D is called a H o r n clause. Horn
clauses are also called definite formulas. The classifications into goal and
definite formulas are both extended to incorporate additional formulas in
later sections. In the literature on the theory of Horn clauses, goal formulas
generalize kegative" Horn clauses while what are called Horn clauses here
generalize "positive" Horn clauses (see, for example, [3]). Finite sets of Horn
clauses, denoted by the syntactic variable ?, are called H o r n clause programs.

3. First-order H o r n clauses
Assume that C is some fixed, first-order signature over S . Computations
with Horn clauses can be specified as follows. Let x l , . . . ,x,(n 2 0) be a list
of individual variables of primitive type TI, . . . ,T,, respectively. Let P be a
finite set of Horn clauses that are also C-formulas. Let G be a formula whose
nonlogical constants are in the signature C and all of whose free variables
are in the list x l , . . . ,x,. A result of solving G with respect t o P is a list of
C-terms t l , . . . ,t, such that for i = 1,.. . ,n, t i has type 7-i and the sequent

has a C-proof. Clearly, there may be no such result or many, including
infinitely many.
One way to understand how Horn clauses can be used in computations is
to examine the structure of proofs involving Horn clauses and goal formulas.
The following theorem provides a computationally useful characterization of
such proofs.
Theorem 1.
Let C be a first-order signature over S that also inhabits
S, let P be a Horn clause program, and let G be a goal formula. Also
assume that P U {G) is a set of C-formulas. Then, C; P kc G if and only
if the sequent C ; P --+ G has a proof
satisfying the following three
conditions.
(i) The succedents of all sequents occurring in = contain just a single formula.
(ii) If a sequent occurrence in Z has a non-atomic formula in its succedent,
that sequent occurrence is the conclusion of the inference rule that introduces the logical connective into the succedent.
(iii) If a sequent occurrence in E has an atomic formula in its succedent,
that sequent occurrence is either initial or is the conclusion of the BC
inference rule.
This characterization of proofs is intentionally abstract since we shall
use it in situations that extend Horn clauses. The following statements are
all immediate conclusions of this theorem.
o All sequents occurring in Z are of the form C ; P + GI, where GI is
some goal formula. Thus, in proving a goal formula, different signatures
and antecedents (programs) need not be considered.
o C ; P kc G if and only if C ; P
G if and only if C ; P k M G.
o C ; P k c G1 AG2 if and only if C ; P t - c G1 and C ; P kc G2.
o C ; P k c G 1 VG2 i f a n d o n l y i f C ; P k c G 1 o r C ; P k c G 2 .
o C ; P k c 3 , x G i f a n d o n l y i f t h e r e i s a C - t e r m t suchthat C ; P t-c [ X H
t]G.
Any proof that satisfies the three conditions of Theorem 1 is called a
u n i f o r m proof. The fact that uniform proofs are complete for the classical

-
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theory of Horn clauses makes it possible to implement very simple theorem
provers (also called interpreters) to do computations involving Horn clauses.
In particular, the search for uniform proofs can be done in a goal-directed
manner. That is, if a goal (the succedent of the sequent) is non-atomic,
then the top-level logical connective of the goal determines which inference
rule can be used to prove that sequent. For example, an attempt to prove
a conjunction means that the interpreter should attempt an AND search
to prove both conjuncts; to prove a disjunction means that the interpreter
should attempt an OR search to prove either disjunct; and to prove an
existential means that the interpreter should attempt to find a substitution
instance. If the sequent is C ; P 4A, where A is atomic, the program
P must be consulted via the backchaining inference rule. The set \PIc must
contain some member, say D, such that pred(D) is the set containing only
the predicate that is the head of A. If no such D exists, then there is no
proof of this sequent. Otherwise, D can be taken to be either of the form A,
in which case, the sequent is proved immediately, or of the form GI > A, in
which case, this sequent is provable if the sequent C ; P 4GI is provable
It has been argued elsewhere [25] that uniform proofs can provide a general
and abstract characterization of which logical systems make suitable logic
programming languages.
We can now modify the definition of a result of a Horn clause program.
Let the set of C-formulas P be a Horn clause program and let the goal
formula 3,xl . . . 3,xnG (n 2 0) be a C-formula. Given a uniform proof of
the sequent
C ; P + 3,,x , . . . 3,xnG,
a result of solving G with respect of P can be read off of the proof: by
Theorem 1, the last n inference rules of this proof are instances of the 3-R
inference rule; a result is, therefore, the list of the substitution terms used

in these 3-R rules.
If Horn clauses were extended into a richer collection of formulas, uniform proofs would not generally be complete for even minimal logic. For
example, let p be a predicate constant of type i -+ o and let a and b be
constants of type i. If (p a) V (p b) was allowed to be a program clause then
from this program clause both the disjunct (p a) V (p b) and the existential
j i x (p x ) have M-proofs but neither have uniform proofs. Thus, the interpretation of a disjunctive goal as a disjunctive computation specification would
break down in the presence of such a program clause. Also, proofs would fail
to yield results for computations as before since existential goals cannot be
proved directly by the 3-R inference rule.
In the next several sections, we present extensions to Horn clauses and,
in each case, we require that uniform proofs are complete since we desire
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that any logical foundation for a logic programming language should admit
goal-directed interpret at ion. Theorem 1, therefore, can be interpreted as
stating that the classical theory of Horn clauses is a suitable (although weak)
foundation for a logic programming language. There are, fortunately, other
more expressive foundations.

4.

Providing Scope to Program Clauses

Horn clause programs do not possess any mechanisms for providing
scope to program clauses. During a computation (a search for a uniform
proof) involving Horn clauses, the antecedents of all sequents remain unchanged: in a sense, the logic program is global. Thus, if several programs
(sets of Horn clauses) are needed for a particular computation, those sets
must all be unioned together at the start of the computation. This has the
obvious disadvantage that, in large programs, there may be name clashes
between different parts of a program, that is, two different programs may
use the same constant in two different and mutually inconsistent fashions.
This lack of modularization makes many aspects of program development
and verification difficult to address.
Prolog implementations have dealt with this lack in their logical foundations by providing several nonlogical and side-effect primitives [34]. For
example, the consult program primitive loads program clauses from disk
storage and adds them to the current program. There is no intended scope
to this augmentation: it is permanent until some additional side-effect is
used to undo it. The a s s e r t primitive of Prolog takes a term and, translating it as a program clause, adds the latter to the current program, again
with no intended scope to the addition. The added clause is available until
the nonlogical primitive r e t r a c t removes it. In essence, the pair, a s s e r t
and r e t r a c t , are editing commands for the current program space. Since
they are so general, scoping facilities for Prolog can be built using them.
This situation in Prolog is rather unfortunate since it should be possible, as
in most programming languages that have scoping mechanisms, to separate
scoping from side-effects.
Fortunately, logic provides a very simple scoping mechanism for program
clauses. Using the definition of uniform proofs in the last section, consider
a uniform proof of a sequent with succedent D > G. This sequent must be
the conclusion of the inference rule >-R. Thus, to prove this goal from, say
program P,it is necessary to prove G from the program P U { D l . Th'is use
of implication to denote the operation that augments the antecedent (the
current program) leads immediately to a stack based scoping mechanism for
program clauses. For example, let D land D 2 be two Horn clauses and let
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G1 and G2 be two goals. A uniform proof of the sequent

would contain uniform proofs of the two sequents
C ; D1,D2

G1 and

C ; Dl

--+

Gg.

That is, the goals G1 and G2 are attempted with respect to two different
programs.
In order to capitalize on this use of implications in goal formulas, we
must also permit them in the body of clauses. This leads to the following
extension of the classes of goal formulas and definite clauses, given by the
mutually recursive definitions for the syntactic variables G and D:

We will now extend our use of the terms definite formula and goal formula
to be D- and G-formulas in this new sense. Notice that Horn clauses are still
defhite clauses.
The classical logic interpretation of logical connectives does not support
the scoping interpretation of implication that we have just described. For
example, there is no uniform proof of the goal formula p V (p > q ) from the
empty program since neither does p follow from the empty program nor does
q follow from p. This formula, however, is a classical logic tautology since it
is trut h-functionally equivalent to ( p > p ) V q. Intuitutionistic and minimal
logics, however, do support this scoping interpretation of implications. The
following theorem is proved in [20].
Theorem 2. Let C be a first-order signature over S that also inhabits S.
With respect to (*) above, let P be a finite set of definite formulas and let
G be a goal formula such that P U {G) is a set of C-formulas. C ;P E I G if
and only if the sequent C ; P + G has a uniform proof
Similar to the previous section, all the following statements are immediate conclusions of Theorem 2.
o All sequents occurring in a uniform proof of the sequent

o
o

are of the form C ; P' + G', where G' is some goal formula and P' is
a set of definite formulas containing P. The signatures do not change.
C;Pt - G
~ if and only if C ; P k M G.
C ;P I-I G1 A G2 if and only if C ;P I- I G1 and C; P E I G2.
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C;PtIG1VG2ifandonlyifC;PtIG10rC;Pt-IG2.
o C; P F I 3,x G If and only if there is a C-term t such that C; P
[xH
t]G.
o C;Pl-ID>GifandonlyifC;P~{D)l-IG.
The following example illustrates the use of an implication in the body
of a program clause. Let S be the set {i, 1, o) and let C be some first-order
signature that contains the signature
o

{nil: 1, cons: i + 1 + 1, a: i, b: i, reverse: 1 + 1 + o, r: 1 + 1 -+ 0).
Lists of the individual constants a and b are denoted by C-terms of type 1.
For example, the term
(cons a (cons b nil))
denotes the list with first member a and second member b. To make terms
denoting lists more compact and suggestive of the lists they denote, we use
the usual Prolog syntax for lists [34]: the expression [al,.. . , a, lk] denotes
the term
(cons a1 . . . (cons a, k ) . . .).
Finally, the expression [al, . . . ,a, (nil]is simply written as [al, . . . ,a,]. Thus
[I denotes nil. Below is a program clause that defines the binary relation of
two lists being reverses of each other.
YYk({[(r

[I

k)AvixvlmKn((r n [xlm]) 3 ( r
> (reverse 1 k))

[+I

m))] 3 (r 1 [I)}

Name this one clause as D, and consider using this clause to check that the
reverse of the list [a, b] is the list [b, a]. This is done by attempting a uniform
proof of the sequent
C ; Dr --+

(reverse [a, b] [b, a]).

This sequent has a uniform proof only if the sequent

has a uniform proof. A uniform proof of this sequent essentially involves
using only backchaining over the two Horn clauses that define the meaning
of the r predicate.
This way of defining reverse is very natural and symmetric: two lists,
say terms t and s, are reverses of each other if we can move from the pair of
terms ([],s) to the pair (t,[I) by successively moving the first list mc$ll~l,er
of the second component to the front of the first component.

5. Providing Scope to Individual Constants
From the definition of reverse, it is clear that the embedded two clauses
for r are available only during the search of proofs for goals of the form
(reverse t s). It is not possible, however, to guarantee that during such
a search, only those two clause for r are available. If the program was
larger, that is, of the form P U {D,), and if pred(P) contained the predicate
r, then the atomic goal (r [a, b]
will be attempted with more than the
two clauses intended to define the predicate r. In certain programs, this
accumulation may be exactly what is intended. In other programs, such as
the one presented here, it serves the wrong purpose. The additional scoping
declarations described in the next two sections provides a way to address
this problem.

[I)

5.

Providing Scope to Individual Constants

In both Horn clauses and the extension to them made in the previous
section, no provisions have been made for giving scope to constants. This
follows from a simple analysis of the structure of uniform proofs involving
G,
these formulas. For example, a uniform proof of the sequent C ; P
where P is a set of definite clauses and G is a goal (with respect to the
definitions in the previous section), contains sequents all with the same signature component, namely C. It is not possible to specify programs that
make use of different signatures at different parts of a computation (proof):
signatures are essentially global. For a constant to be used one place in a
computation, it must be present at the start of the computation (in the root
sequent); thus, since constants are used to build data structures, it is not
possible for a program to build data structures that are used to solve entirely local problems. One part of a program might ascribe special meaning
to certain data constructors but there is no formal mechanism to guarantee
that other parts of the program would not ascribe it other meanings. These
logic programming languages lack support for what is generally called data
abstraction.
Again, logic provides a very simple mechanism for providing constants
with scope. With respect to the notion of definite clauses and goals defined
in the previous section, let P be a set of C-formulas that are also definite
formulas and let G be a C-formula and a goal formula in which x occurs free.
Consider attempting to find a uniform proof for the sequent

-

This has a uniform proof only if it is the conclusion of the V-R inference rule,
that is, only if the sequent
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where c is a constant not in C, has a uniform proof. The search for a proof
of this sequent thus has an expanded signature.
This use of the universal quantifier suggests the following enrichment of
the notions of goals and definite clauses:

In [14],Harrop studied a class of formulas that can be defined as follows.
Let B be a syntactic variables for arbitrary first-order formulas and let H be
defined by
H ::= A I B > H I V,xH 1 HI A H2.
An H-formula is often called a Harrop formula. Clearly, all definite clauses
in (**) are Harrop formulas. Such definite clauses also satisfy an additional
constraint: all positive subformula occurrences of a definite clause are also
Harrop formulas. For this reason, the definite clauses in (**) are referred to
as first-order hereditary Harrop formulas. The following theorem is proved
in [25].
Let C be a first-order signature over S that also inhabits
S. Let P be a finite set of hereditary Harrop formulas and let G be a goal
formula in (**) such that F U {G} is a set of C-formulas. Then C; P k I G if
and only if the sequent C ; P + G has a uniform proof.
This theorem is similar to Theorem 2. All the observations listed after
that theorem are true of this extension as well. The following additional
observation can be made.
o Let C and P be as in the statement of theorem. Let V,xG be a Cformula and a goal formula of (**). Then C ; P k I V,x G if and only if
for some constant c of type T not in C, C U { c : T } ;P t-* [x I+ c]G.
Thus, the search for a proof of a universally quantified goal leads to a
proof in which the signature is augmented. Consider, for example, a uniform
proof of a sequent that has the C-formula 3,xVTy3,zG as its succedent. This
proof instantiates 3,x with a C-term, and instantiates 3,z with a C U { c :7)term, where c is the constant (not in C) that is used to instantiate V,y.
Thus, the two existential quantifiers are distinguished by the fact that the
second one can be instantiated by more substitution terms.
Unification is often used to implement interpreters for logic programming language since it provides a means for delaying the selection of substitution terms. The possibility of such quantifier alternation forces such
implementations to use unification algorithms that are slightly more complex than the unification algorithm needed for implementing Horn cla,u.-(,s.
If substitution terms are replaced by free variables instead of closed terms (as

Theorem 3.
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required in our proof systems) then the signature from which substitution
terms for such variables can be drawn must be somehow attached to those
free variables. See [21] for a description of how unification can be modified
to directly deal with quantifier alternation.
First-order hereditary Harrop formulas, as presented here, do not provide a strong enough notion of scoping to adequately deal with data abstraction because these formulas only allow the scoping of constants of primitive
types. Data types in logic programming involve not only individual constants but also function and predicate constants. The next section extends
first-order hereditary Harrop formulas to provide for the required stronger
scoping notion.

6. Providing Scopes t o Function and Predicate Symbols
There is an unfortunate asymmetry in the use of universal goals to augment signatures: while signatures contain constants with types of both order
0 and 1, universal goals can only be used to introduce new constants of order
0. Thus, it is natural to consider allowing universal goals to also quantify
over types of order 1. That is, universal quantifiers should be allowed to
quantify over function and predicate constants as well as simply individual
constants. Thus, we will simply extend the definition (**) of hereditary Harrop formulas to permit r in the V,y G case to be of order 0 or 1. From the
proof-theoretic point-of-view, this is not a serious departure from first-order
logic. For example, let a be a type of order 1. A search for a uniform proof
of the sequent
C ; P + V,kG
(where k is a syntactic variable for function variables) yields a search for a
uniform proof for the sequent

provided f is not in C. The augmented signature, C U {f:a ) , is still a firstorder signature.
With this extension of hereditary Harrop formulas, we can improve on
the definition of reverse from the Section 4. Consider the following definite
clause.

[I

Vll~lk[vr*l+or((r
k)A
Vixvlmvrn[(r n [xlml) 2 (r [xlnl m)l 2 ( r 1 [I))
> (reverse I R)].
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This clause is a formula over the signature
{nil: 1, cons: i

4

1 4 I, a: i, b: i, reverse: 1 + 1 -+ o } ,

that is, no auxiliary predicate constant is needed in this definition of reverse:
just those constants needed to build lists and to designate the reverse program are required to build this clause. During a computation involving this
quantifier, but
clause, an auxiliary constant is introduced via the Vr,l,,r
this constant must be new to the signature current at the time it is introduced. Thus, there is no way for the environment (the current list of definite
clauses or signature) to interfere with the internal workings of this version
of reverse.
Before we illustrate how universal goals can be used to provide for data
abstraction, it is convenient to make the following sugared extension to definite clauses. It would be very useful if the scoping that universal quantifiers
provide to goals could also be provided to definite clauses. Consider, for
example, the following three definite (Horn) clauses. Here, the primitive sort
s informally denotes the type for the data type of stacks.

With such an implementation of stacks, it might be desirable if the constants emp, for the empty stack, and stk, for the constructor that adds a
stack element, were locd to this definition. That is, goals and other definite
clauses written using this implementation of stacks should formally be excluded from using these two constants: stack manipulations would need to
be done exclusively via the three predicates pop, push, and empty.
Existential quantification over definite clauses can provide for this style
of local declaration. For example, if Ds denotes the conjunction of the above
3,emp D, should capthree clauses that implement stacks, then 3;,,,,stk
ture the desired notion of local scoping. Such a use of existential quantifiers,
however, is not formally permitted in the definition of hereditary Harrop
formulas above for a good reason. When existential quantifiers are allowed
over program clauses, uniform proofs are no longer complete. For example,
the sequent
{p: i 4 0 ; + 3 4 (p x) 3 3,x (p x)
has an M-proof but has no uniform proof. Thus, the proposal to use existential quantifiers in program clauses must be qualified carefully.
Let Dl and V,x D2 be closed definite clauses and let G be a goal formula.
A 3,x D 2 ) > G is not a goal in the extended logic of
While the formula (Dl
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this section, it is intuitutionistic (and minimally) equivalent to the formula
V,x((D1 A D2)> G),which is a legal goal formula. This suggests that
existential quantifiers can be allowed in a definite clause only if they are
either at the top level of that definite clause or are in the scope of either
conjunctions or other existential quantifiers. Such occurrences of existential
quantifiers can rewritten in this fashion to be given a greater scope and
made into occurrences of universal quantifiers over a goal formula. Thus the
sequent above should be identified with the sequent

which has a uniform proof.
If we return to the example of stacks above and use this identification,
the search for a uniform proof of the sequent

would lead to the search for a uniform proof of the sequent

C U {stk': i + s + s , emp': s) ; P, [stk H stk', emp H ernp'] D,

G

where stk' and emp' are constants assumed not to be in C. The fact that
stk' and emp' are "new" constants formally guarantees that the only meaning
given to these constants is given to them by the clauses in [stk I-+ st k', emp c-,
ernp'] D,.
7.

A Higher-Order Logic

A form of abstraction we have not yet considered is that of higherorder programming. In the functional programming setting, this style of
programming requires that functions be treated as values; that is, they can
be constructed, applied, and bound to variables. In the logic programming
setting, higher-order programming is characterized similarly except predicates instead of functions need to be treated as values. The logic F does
not support computations with predicates since during the construction of a
proof in F logic, the only substitution terms allowed are terms of primitive
type, and such primitive types are different from o.
In the remainder of this paper we consider logic programming within
a logic that permits predicate quantification and the construction of substitution terms for compound predicate expressions. This higher-order logic is
essentially a sublogic of Church's Simple Theory of Types 141. Terms are
permitted to contain A-abstractions and quantification is allowed over all
types.

7. A Higher- Order Logic
Let S be a set of primitive types, again containing the type o. The
terms and formula of our higher-order logic, named 7, are defined with
respect to signatures of arbitrary order over S. The logical constants of 7
are like those of F except that the quantifiers, V, and 3,, are taken to be
constants instead of special binding operators. We also assume that there
are denumerably many constants and variables for every type.
In F , the class of terms and formulas intersect in the class of atomic
formulas, that is, an atomic formula is essentially a term of type o. Because
terms will now contain A-abstractions, it is possible to defined the class of
terms in such a way that they contain all formulas. In particular, a forniula is
defined to be a term of type o. To achieve this uniform treatment, the logical
constants are given the following types: A, V, > are all of type o + o + o;
T, Iare of type o; and V, and 3, are of type (T + o) 4 o, for all types T.
These latter two symbols are now considered to be constants and not binders
as they were in F. The binding associated to quantifiers will be captured by
A-abstractions.
A constant or variable of type T is a term of type T. If t is a term of
type T + a and s is a term of type T, then the application (t s) is a term of
type a. Application associates to the left, that is, the expression (tl t2 t3)
is read as ((tl t2)t3). Finally, if x is a variable of type T and t is a term of
type a, then the abstraction Ax t is a term of type T + a.
A formula is a term of type o. The logical constants A , V, > are written
in the familiar infix form whenever they occur in an expression with two
arguments present. The expressions V,(Az t) and 3,(Az t ) are written simply
as V,z t and 3,z t .
If x and s are terms of the same type then [x H s] denotes the operation
of substituting s for all free occurrences of x , systematically changing bound
variables in order to avoid variable capture.
Terms are related to other terms by following conversion rules.
o The term s a-converts to the term s' if s contains a subformula occurrence of the form Ax t and st arises from replacing that subformula
occurrence with Ay [x H ylt, provided y is not free in t.
o The term s P-converts to the term st if s contains a subformula occurrence of the form (Ax t)t1and s' arises from replacing that subformula
occurrence with [x H tl]t.
o The term s 7-converts to s' if s contains a subformula occurrence of the
form Ax (t x), where x is not free in t, and s' arises from replacing that
subformula occurrence with t.
The binary relation conv, denoting A-conversion, is defined so that
t conv s if there is a list of terms t l , . . . ,t,, with n 2 1, t equal to t l ,
s equal to t,, and for i = 1 , . . . ,n - 1, either ti converts to ti+l or ti+l
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converts to ti by a,p, or q. Expressions of the form Ax (t x) are called 7redexes (provide x is not free in t ) while expressions of the form (Ax t ) s are
called P-redexes. A term is in A-normal form if it contains no P or q-redexes.
Every term can be converted to a A-normal term, and that normal term is
unique up to the name of bound variables. See [15]for a fuller discussion of
these basic properties of the simply typed A-calculus.
Let C be a signature of unrestricted order. A term is a C - t e r m if all of its
nonlogical const ants are members of C. Similarly, a formula is a C -formula
if all of its nonlogical constants are members of C. It should be clear that
. correif C is a first-order signature, then every C-term and C-formula of F
sponds directly to a A-normal C-term and C-formula of 7. The substitution
operation in F is naturally extended by the substitution operation of 7.
All the inference rules given in Section 2 can be interpreted as inference
where, of course, the signatures allowed in sequents is now perrules for 7,
mitted to be of arbitrary order. To have a complete inference system for 7
we need only add the inference rule

where the pair I? and I?' and the pair A and A' different only modulo Aconversion.
A A-normal term, say t, is of the form

where n, m 2 0, h is either a constant or variable, and the terms t l , . . . ,t, are
A-normal. The head of t is h, the arguments of t are the terms t . . . ,t,,
and the binder of t is the list of variables x l , . . . ,x,. If B is a A-normal
formula, then its binder is empty and its head is either a logical constant, a
nonlogical constant, or a variable. If the head of B is not a logical constant
then B is an atomic formula. An atomic formula is rigid if its head is a
nonlogical constant, otherwise the head is a variable and it is flexible.
7 is much more complex than .F for several reasons. By virtue of the A
inference rule, the notion of equality of terms is that of A-conversion, which is
a much richer notion of equality than the simple syntactic identity used in F.
Also, since quantification can now be over types of any order and formulas
can contain flexible atoms, it is possible for the structure of formulas to
change drastically under substitutions. For example, consider the formula
Vi+opVi~(px > q x), where q is a constant of type i -+ o. Let B be some
formula in which the variable x may be free. The result of substituting A T R
for p, and then normalizing, yields the formula Vix(B > q x). Thus, unlihl
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in 7 ,the number of occurrences of logical constants can increase arbitrarily
as a result of universal instantiation. This fact alone makes theorem proving
in 7 particularly difficult. As we observe in the next section, this aspect of
substitution makes higher-order extensions to logic programming languages
more expressive and significantly complicates the proof that uniform proofs
can be complete. For more about higher-order logics similar to 7 , see [I, 41.
8.

Two Higher-Order Logic Programming Languages

There are several way to generalize Horn clauses from F to 7. The
approach used here is to permit quantification over all occurrences of function symbols and some occurrences of predicate symbols, and to replace
first-order terms by simply typed A-terms within which there may be embedded occurrences of logical connectives. Thus, predicates and functions
are treated as first-class values. As we mentioned earlier, it is having predicates as values that gives rise to higher-order programming in logic programs.
Thus, to achieve our ends, we do not need to permit quantification over function symbols in Horn clause. We will, however, permit such quantification
since it does not complicate our proof-theoretic considerations in this sections and since, as is briefly mentioned in Section 10, this extension provides
logic programs with programming techniques not easily achieved in other
programming languages.
Let 3-11 be the set of all A-normal terms that do not contain occurrences of the logical constants >, V, and I;that is, the only logical constant s
these terms may contain are T, A , V, and 3. Let the syntactic variable A
now denote an atomic formula in 3-11. Such a formula must have the form
(h t 1 . . . t,), where h is either a variable or non-logical constant and t l , . . . ,t,
are members of 3-11. The syntactic variable A, is used for rigid atomic formulas in 'HI. A goal formula in the logic of higher-order Horn clauses is any
formula in 3-11. Notice that goal formulas satisfy the clause

just as is the case with the goals attached to first-order Horn clauses. This
clause, however, does not serve to define the entire structure of these goals
since it does not reveal the structure of logical connectives that can appear
inside atomic formulas. The set of higher-order H o r n clauses is defined by
the following clause:

The quantification in both G- and D-formulas may, of course, be over variables of any type.
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The use of rigid atoms in the definition of higher-order Horn clauses has
two simple motivations. First, if we generalize the function pred from firstorder to higher-order formulas in the obvious manner, then the restriction
to rigid atoms implies that pred always return a set of predicate constants.
Thus, it is still possible to identify a program clause as partially defining
specific procedures, namely, those returned by the pred function. Second,
this requirement also makes it impossible for a collection of higher-order
Horn clauses to be inconsistent. As a corollary of Theorem 4 (below), a
sequent of the form C ; P --+ A, is provable only if the top-level predicate
constant of A, is a member of pred(P). If the condition on occurrences of
predicate variables is relaxed, however, programs can become inconsistent.
Arbitrary formulas are provable, for instance, from the set {p,Vx(p > x)} .
The following theorem was first proved in [26]. Details of the proof can
be found either there or in the paper [28].

Let C beasignatureofarbitraryorderovers such that C
Theorem 4.
inhabits S. Let P be a finite set of higher-order Horn clauses and let G be
a goal formula such that P U {G} is a set of C-formulas. C; P kc G if and
only if the sequent C ; P + G has a uniform proof.
A proof of this theorem is not a immediate generalize of the proof for the
theorem concerning first-order Horn clauses (Theorem 1) since proofs in the
higher-order setting can be very complex. For example, Figure 3 contains a
derivation (taken from [28]) of the goal formula 3iy (p y) from the higherorder Horn clause Vox (x > p a). We assume here that p is of type i -+ o,
that a and b are constants of type i, and that q is of type o. (Signatures are
not listed in the sequents of Figures 3 and 4 since they are all the same.) This
derivation illustrates that the substitution instance of a higher-order Horn
clause may not be a higher-order Horn clause. A straightforward induction
on the structure of proofs cannot be employed to prove Theorem 4.

Figure 3: A non-uniform proof
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The first step in proving Theorem 4 is to prove the following lemma:
In constructing C-proofs of the sequents involving higher-order Horn clauses
and their corresponding goal formulas, the only substitution terms needed are
terms from the set 'HI. In other words, 'HI is a kind of Herbrand Universe
for higher-order Horn Clauses. Once this lemma is established, it follows
that the only substitution instances of higher-order Horn clauses that need
to be considered are also higher-order Horn clauses. Given this, the inductive argument used to prove Theorem 1 will work here also. The proof of
this lemma employs a proof transformation that maps certain occurrence of
implicational subformulas to T. The result of applying this transformation
to the proof in Figure 3 yields the proof in Figure 4. While the transformed
proof is not uniform, it is easy to extract a uniform proof from it.

Figure 4: A modified proof

In the next section we will present several examples of higher-order logic
programs. For now, we present two very simple examples. Let exists be a
constant of type ( i + o) + o and let or be a constant of type o + o + o.
The three clauses

define, in a sense, existential quantification over type i and disjunction in goal
formulas. That is, let P be a higher-order Horn clause program containing
these three classes such that for every other member D of P, pred(D) does
not contain exists or or. Then (suppressing signatures) P kc (or G1 GP)
if and only if P kc G1 or P kc G2. Similarly, P k c (exists Ax G) if and
only if there exists a term t of type i such that P kc [x H t]G. Of course,
existential quantifiers of other types could similarly be defined in this way.
We now describe a higher-order version of hereditary Harrop formulas.
There are several choices in how such an extension can be made. One critical
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choice concerns the rj.chness of the logical expressions that may be embedded in atomic formulas. In making Horn clauses higher-order, the logical
connectives T, A, V, and 3, are permitted to be embedded in atomic formulas. These are also the same logical constants allowed as the top-level
connectives of the goals attached to Horn clauses. It would be natural to
allow this parallel: that is, to permit atomic, higher-order hereditary Harrop
formulas to contain embedded logic that included not only the connectives
T, V , A , and 3, that are permitted in 'If1 but also the connectives > and V.,
As we show below, if implications are permitted to be embedded in atomic
formulas, uniform proofs will no longer be complete.
Let 'F12 be the set of A-normal terms that do not contain occurrences
of the logical constants > and I. In other words, 'Flz only extends El by
permitting the constants V, (for all types 7). Let the syntactic variable A
denote atomic formulas in l-tz and let the syntactic variable A, denote rigid
atomic formulas in 3.12. Define the notions of goal formulas and definite
formulas by the following mutual recursion:

These D-formulas are called higher-order hereditary Harrop formulas. Clearly,
every higher-order Horn clause is a higher-order hereditary Harrop formula.
Similarly, every first-order hereditary Harrop formula is also a higher-order
hereditary Harrop formula. It should be pointed out, however, that the
definite clauses defined in Section 6 are not instances of higher-order hereditary Harrop formulas: the quantification over predicates that is allowed in
Section 6 is richer than what is permitted here.
The proof of the following theorem can be found in [25].
Theorem 5 . Let C beasignatureofarbitraryorderoverSsuch that C
inhabits S. Let P be a finite set of higher-order hereditary Harrop formulas
and let G be a goal formula such that F U {G) is a set of C-formulas. C; P F I
G if and only if the sequent C ; P + G has a uniform proof
A logic programming language based on higher-order hereditary Harrop
formulas does provide both higher-order programming as well as most of the
program structuring mechanism described in Sections 4, 5, and 6. As hinted
above, these two kinds of programming abstractions cannot be mixed as fully
as one might like since uniform, goal-directed proofs are no longer complete.
Permitting implications into the terms that appear as arguments of atomic
formulas can result in "goal7' formulas that are theorems of minimal logic
but do not have uniform proofs. In operational terms, if implications are
permitted inside atomic formulas then it can no longer be guaranteed that
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embedded logical connectives will move into the top-level logical structure of
formulas in a manner respecting the syntactic restrictions on goal formulas
and definite clauses. For example, consider the following formula (taken from
[251):

~Q['JP'JQ[R(P
3 q) 2 R(Qpq)l A Q(t V s)(s V 91,
where R is a constant of type o --+ o, s and t are constants of type o, Q is a
variable of type o + o + o, and p and q are variables of type o. This formula
has exactly one M-proof, which is obtained by substituting AxAy(x > y) for
the bound variable Q. This proof must contain within it a proof of the sequent t V s + s V t. Since there is no uniform proof of this sequent, there
can be no uniform proof for the original sequent. In this example, the subformula t V s has an occurrence in a goal formula (inside an atomic formula).
Once the substitution of an implication for Q is made, this disjunction appears on the left-hand side of an implication as an "illegitimate" program
clause. It is this movement of a disjunction from a positive to a negative
occurrence that spoils the completeness of uniform proofs.
One of the possible uses for higher-order features in a programming
language is that part of a computation might build programs that later parts
of the computation might use. The restriction that requires rigid atoms at
various positions in D-formulas, however, greatly restricts the possibility of
this kind of computation within the logic programming languages presented
here. For example, it is impossible for a set of higher-order hereditary Harrop
formulas to build new terms and then directly "evaluate" them. Consider,
for example, the sequent

where d and g are some terms of type o and Q is a variable of type o.
This sequent can be thought of as describing the computation that uses
the information in the term d to build (compile) a program clause Q, and
then to use that new clause to help solve the goal g. Here, we assume that
the program P contains clauses that describe how to compute the relation
compile. The succedent of this sequent, however, is not a valid hereditary
Harrop formula since the left-hand side of the implication Q > g is not a
rigid atom. This language, therefore, does not seem to have a feature that,
for example, corresponds directly to the eval function of Lisp.
In a practical system, both of these restrictions (rigid atoms and no embedded implications) can be a hindrance to a programmer. One way around
this would be to simply remove these restrictions and allow sequents like the
one above. There is no problem with permitting this sequent as long as the
terms that are related by compile to d are legal program clauses. This is,
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however, a rather deep question about the nature of the user-defined predicate compile and such a property can be very hard to establish in general.
Instead, an implementation of a higher-order version of hereditary Harrop
formulas might not check these syntactic restrictions of goal formulas prior
to attempting to interpret them. Such an interpreter would need to be prepared to generate runtime errors if it were ever asked to consider a sequent in
which the antecedent was not a collection of higher-order hereditary Harrop
formulas. An advantage of using hereditary Harrop formulas exclusively is
that Theorem 5 guarantees that there will be no such runtime errors. Such
a restriction, however, would disallow meaningful computations.

9.

Higher-Order Programming

Below we present several simple examples of higher-order programming
using higher-order Horn clauses. Consider the following four constants, each
of which is of order 2 and takes a first-order predicate as their first argument.
mappred : (i + i -+ o) -+ list -+ list
forsome : (i + o) + list -+ o
forevery : (i -+ o) + list + o
trans : (i + i -+ o) -+ i 4 i 4 o

4

o

We assume that these predicates axe specified by the following higher-order
Horn clauses.

vp (mappred P [I [ 1)
VP, x, y, 1, k ( P x y A mappred P 1 k

> mappred P [xll] [ ~ ( k ] )

VP, x, I ( P x > forsome P [x(21)
VP, x, 1 (forsome P 1 > forsome P [x11])
V P (forevery P [I)
VP, x, 1 ( P x A forevery P 1 > forevery P [x111)
V R , x , y ( R x y > t r a n s R x y)
VR,x, y, z (trans R x y A trans R y z

> trans R x z)

The intended meaning of these higher-order predicates is very simple. A goal
of the form (mappred P 1 k) is provable given the code above if 1 and k are
lists of equal length and corresponding members of these lists are P-relat I
This predicate seems to correspond most closely to the mapcar funct ie * : , 11'
Lisp. Similarly, the goal (forsome P 1) is provable if 1 is a list in which sollie
1

I
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member satisfies the predicate P. The goal (forevery P I) is provable if 1
is a list all of whose members satisfy the predicate P. A goal of the form
(trans R x y) is provable given the code above if x and y are members of the
transitive closure of the binary relation R.
For a final example of higher-order programming, we consider a specification of tactics and tacticals. As described in [lo], a tactic is a primitive
method for decomposing a goal into a list of goals, and a tactical is a highlevel method for composing these tactics into meaningful and large scale
problem solvers. The functional programming language ML has often been
used to implement tactics and tacticals. Below we present a specification
(given in [5]) of them as a collection of higher-order Horn clauses.
Let g be a new primitive type that denotes expressions encoding objectlevel goals (not to be confused with "meta-level" goals, which are terms of
type 0). The exact nature of the terms of this type depends on the problem
domain. For example, if the application is that of attempting to find sequent
proofs for formulas in first-order logic, then terms of type g need to encode
the succedent and antecedent of a sequent. If the goal is to show that an
equality is provable, the goal must encode that equality. In any case, we
assume that there are always two constants that can be used to build goals,
namely, truegoal of type g, which denotes the trivially satisfied goal, and
andgoal of type g + g + g, which denotes the conjunction or pairing of two
goals. A term of type g that is conjunctive is also called a compound goal;
otherwise it is a primitive goal. In ML implementations of these concepts,
nonempty lists of goals are used to denote compound goals and the empty
list of goals is used to denote truegoal. While this approach can easily be
adopted here, it is natural to consider other ways of combining goals besides
conjunction and, hence, identifying compound goals with lists of goals is not
sufficiently general [5].
In this setting then, a tactic is a binary relation between a primitive goal
and another goal, possibly compound or primitive. Thus tactics are coded
as predicates of type g + g + o. Abstractly, if a tactic denotes the relation
R, then R(gl, g2) is true if satisfying goal g2 is sufficient to satisfy goal gl.
For example, assume that the formulas of a propositional logic are identified
with terms of type bool: the constants p, q, r , and s are of type bool and
denote propositional constants and the constants and, or, imp are of type
bool + bool + bool and denote conjunction, disjunction, and implication at
the propositional level. Let true be a constant of type bool + g. Then an
expression of the form (true A) denotes the object-level goal of demonstrating
that the propositional formula A is true. Given this encoding of propositional
logic into (first-order) A-terms of type bool, the following are examples of
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some simple tactics.
VA, B (andtac (true (and A B ) ) (andgoal (true A) ( t r u e B ) ) )
VA, B (ortac ( t r u e (or A B ) (true A))
VA, B (ortac ( t r u e (or A B ) (true B ) )
VA, B (backchain (true A) (andgoal ( t r u e (imp B A)) (true B ) ) )
Before presenting the clauses for tacticals, we need to present an auxilary
function named maptac of type ( g t g t o ) + g -+ g + o that applies a
tactic to all primitive goals in a given goal. In the remaining clauses used
to specify aspects of this example, we do not explicitly universally quantify
variables around displayed Horn clauses. Instead, when the symbols R and
G, with possible subscripts, are present in a clause, we assume that they are
implicitly universally quantified over the clause in which they occur.

maptac R truegoal truegoal
maptac R G1 G3 A maptac R G2 G4 >
maptac R (andgoal GI G2) (andgoal G3 G4)
R GI G2 > maptac R GI G2
Given these clauses, we can now specify several common tacticals. The new
constants in the following higher-order Horn clauses have the following types.

then: ( g + g t o ) t ( g t g t o ) t g t g t o
orelse : ( g t g t o ) t ( g + g + o ) t g t g t o
idtac : g t g + o
try:( g - + g - + o ) + g t g t o
complete : ( g + g + o ) t g t g t o
goalreduce : g -+ g -+ o
In the clauses below, the variables R, R1, R2 denote tactics while the variables
G, GI, G2,G a tG4 denote object-level goals.
R1 GI G3 A maptac R2 G3 G2 > then R1 R2 G1 G2

idtac G G
orelse ( t h e n R (repeat R)) idtac G1 G2 > repeat R G1 G2
orelse R idtac G1 Gz > try R G1 G2
R G1 G2 A goalreduce G2 truegoal

> complete R G1 truegoal
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goalreduce G1 G2 > goalreduce (andgoal truegoal G1) G2
goalreduce G1 G2 ZI goalreduce (andgoal G1 truegoal) G2
goalreduce G G
The then tactical performs the composition of tactics. The tactic R1 is
applied to the (primitive) "input" goal G1 and then tactic R2 is applied to
the resulting goal. The predicate maptac is used in this second application
since the application of R1 can result in a compound goal. This tactical plays
a fundamental role in combining the results of step-by-step goal reduction.
The orelse tactical attempts to apply either the tactic R1 or the tactic R2.
The third tactical, idtac, simply returns the input goal unchanged. The
repeat tactical is defined recursively using these previous three tact icals. The
try tactical forms the reflexive closure of a given tactic. In operational terms,
the tactic, try R, can be used to first reduce a goal using R and, if that fails,
to simply return the given goal unchanged. Finally, the complete tactical
succeeds if its given tactic can completely solve (that is, reduce to truegoal) a
given goal. If a complete reduction is not possible, the given goal is returned
unchanged. This tactical requires the auxiliary procedure goalreduce that
simplifies compound goal expressions by removing occurrences of truegoal
from them. Although the complete tactical is the only one that requires the
use of the goalreduce procedure, it is also possible and probably desirable
to modify the other tacticals so that they use it to similarly simplify their
output goal structures whenever possible.
The examples above demonstrate how predicate variables can be used in
logic programs. The higher-order clauses examined in the previous section,
however, permitted predicate as well as function variables. Thus we can,
for example, write the following higher-order Horn clauses that define the
predicate mapfun of type (i + i) + list --+ list + o.

A goal (mapfun f 1 k ) is provable from these clauses if 1 and k are lists of
the same length and if f is applied to a member in the first list the result is
A-convertible to the corresponding element in the second list. Thus, if g is a
constant of type i + i + i and a and b are constants of type i, then the goal
31 (mapfun Ax (g x x) [a, b] 1)
has a proof with the existential witness [(g a a), (g b b)]. Similarly, the goal
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has a proof with the existential witness Ax (g x x). The kind of pattern
matching that this example illustrates does not correspond to any conventional notions of higher-order programming that derive their origins from
functional programming languages. In order for an implementation of higherorder Horn clause to be complete and thus find abstractions in this fashion, it
must implement unification of simply typed A-terms containing variables of
functional (higher-order) types. Such unification is a significant enrichment
of first-order term unification. It has been studied by various researchers
(see, for example, [16,35]) and implementations of it have been used in various theorem proving and logic programming settings [2, 27, 291. Further
discussion of the use of functional variables in logic programming is, however, beyond the scope of this paper. The interested reader is referred to the
papers [5, 12, 17, 23, 311.

10.

Conclusion

In this paper, logic programming has been presented at a very highlevel. Our focus has been on the declarative and proof-theoretic meaning of
logic connectives and quantifiers. Unification, which plays a crucial role in
understanding an actual interpreter or compiler of programming languages
such as Prolog, was hardly mentioned in this paper. The reason for this is
that our approach for providing Horn clauses with abstractions has been to
understand various kinds of abstractions as phenomena of provability. Once
abstractions can be understood in terms of provability, traditional theorem
proving techniques can be employed to help implement such extensions to
logic programs. From this point of view, unification is only an implementation technique used to interpret logic programs. In fact, implementing
interpreters for the logics described in this paper requires roughly three different kinds of unification processes. Specifically, the programming languages
outlined in Sections 3 and 4 requires the notion of unification of first-order
terms. The languages described in Sections 5 and 6 require that usual firstorder term unification be modified so that certain constants cannot appear
in the substitution terms for certain free variables: this constraint is necessary to guarantee that constants introduced for universal quantifiers in goals
are indeed "new." Finally, the languages described in Section 8 require the
unification of simply typed A-terms.
Clearly, there is a rather large gap between presenting logic systems as
we have here and developing and implementing real programming languages
that incorporate the enhanced logics. The experimental language, AProlog
[27],is an attempt to base a Prolog-like language on higher-order hereditary
Harrop formulas. AProlog uses a depth-first search discipline to implement
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not only clause selection (used also by Prolog) but also unifier selection.
Since the unification of simply typed A-terms with functional variables may
yield multiple unifiers, these must also be selected in some order and any
choice here may need t o be backtracked over. There are currently two implementation of AProlog: one implemented in Prolog [24] and one in Common
Lisp [6].
The classes of formulas similar to first-order hereditary Harrop formulas
have been developed by various other researchers from different points of
view. For example, both Gabbay and Reyle [8] and McCarty 118, 191 are
concerned with extending logic programming with hypothetical reasoning.
Hallnk and Schroeder-Heist er [I11 also use proof-t heoretic arguments of a
kind different than those used here to similarly extend Horn clauses.
Logics similar to higher-order hereditary Harrop formulas have also been
used as meta languages in specifying and implementing theorem provers [5,
29, 301 and program transformation and manipulation systems [12, 13, 231.
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